Draft
2022 Integrated System Plan
Pre-submission public forum
1 February 2022

This event will be recorded and the recording published on AEMO’s website

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of
country throughout Australia and recognise their
continuing connection to land, waters and
culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past,
present and emerging.
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Event chat and questions
• Please ask questions using Slido.
• We will answer questions with written replies, where possible.
• Other questions will be answered based on ‘likes’ and the order received.
• If you have the Webex app, Slido will be embedded in the bottom right
of your window
• If you are joining via a web browser, join Slido another tab or window

www.sli.do
#ISP
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Agenda
1. Welcome

2. Engagement on the Draft ISP
3. Recap of the Draft ISP

4. Questions submitted
5. Other questions
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Introducing the AEMO Planning
and Forecasting teams
www.sli.do
#ISP

Engagement on the Draft ISP
www.sli.do
#ISP

Engagement on the Draft ISP
Date

Milestone

10 Dec ‘21

Draft 2022 ISP published, public launch briefing held

15 Dec

AEMO Consumer Forum

7 Jan ‘22

Australian Energy Regulator’s Transparency Review of Draft ISP published

19 Jan

ISP Consumer Panel ‘ask any questions’ session

25 Jan

Additional consumer session on key topics

1 Feb

Pre-submission public forum (Q&A)

4 Feb

Consumer advocate verbal comment session

10 Feb

ISP Consumer Panel’s report on the Draft ISP provided to AEMO

11 Feb

Written submission to Draft ISP due

-

Tailored overview of the Draft ISP provided
Additional session requested (held 25 Jan)

Confidential and Draft
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Recap of the Draft 2022 ISP
www.sli.do
#ISP

About the Integrated System Plan (ISP)
• Whole-of-system plan
• Informs policy makers,
investors, consumers,
researchers and other
energy stakeholders
• Serves regulatory
purpose of justifying
actionable and future
new transmission
• Maximises value to end
consumers

• Optimal development
plan/roadmap
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Four scenarios cover a breadth of potential futures
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Renewable generation capacity to at least double every
decade from now to 2050 …

Step Change
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…and coal likely to withdraw much sooner than expected.
Step Change
25,000

Capacity (MW)

20,000

15,000

10,000

More accelerated
withdrawal required in
counter-factual

5,000

-

QLD Black

NSW Black

VIC Brown

Announced Closures

Counterfactual
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The draft optimal development path
enables an efficient transition

Cairns

Clean
Energy
Hub

Northern QREZ
Stage 1

Forsayth

The draft optimal development path (ODP)
delivers ≈$29 billion in net market benefits

Far North QLD
REZ Expansion

Facilitating power
out of North QLD

Townsville

Proserpine

Mackay

Shading is used to differentiate projects and staging.

Facilitating power
to Central QLD

Gladstone Grid
Reinforcement

Rockhampton

Gladstone

Retains flexibility to facilitate a faster NEM
decarbonisation by 2030 if desired

Bundaberg

Central to
Southern QLD

Darling
Downs
REZ
Expansion

Brisbane
QNI Connect

Coober Pedy

QNI Minor

Helps mitigate risk of earlier than
expected coal closures, schedule slippage,
or delayed delivery of storage.

SVC

Armidale

Central West
Orana REZ
Transmission Link

New England
REZ Transmission
Link

SVC

Broken Hill

Ceduna

New England
REZ Extension

Dubbo

Newcastle
OPTIONS

Eyre Peninsula
Link

Project
EnergyConnect

Wollongong

Port Lincoln

Adelaide
South East SA
REZ Expansion
(Stage 1)
South East SA
REZ Expansion
(Stage 2)

This optionality comes at almost no cost
to consumers ($20 million)

Sydney

HumeLink

Western
Victoria Kerang
Transmission
Network
Project Be ndigo

Network upgrade
Early works
Indicative solar farm
Indicative wind farm

Canberra

VNI West
VNI Minor

Ballarat

Mount G ambier

Existing network

Sydney Ring
(Reinforcing Sydney,
Newcastle &
Wollongong Supply)

Melbourne
VNI
System Integrity
Protection
South West Scheme
Victoria REZ
Expansion
Marinus Link
(cable 1)

Marinus Link
(cable 2)

Indicative offshore wind farm
Indicative gas-powered generation

Indicative deep storage

Launceston
Queenstown

Indicative shallow storage
Capacitor
SVC

Hobart

Static VAr Compensator

Add itio nal projects to expan d REZs a nd upgrad e flow paths afte r 20 40 are highly uncertain, vary sign ificantly b etween scenari os, and ar e no t shown i n this map. S ee
App endix 5 for more info rmatio n.
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Question submitted in advance
www.sli.do
#ISP

Questions submitted by AEF

1. Will the 2022 ISP report include a “worst week” energy balance?
E.g. After Vic’s coal-fired power stations have closed, where will the
energy come from to power Melbourne through a cloudy, calm winter
week?
2. How many GWh from in-state energy storage, how many from NSW,
Tas etc?
Such info is important to build confidence that AEMO’s projections are
solid.
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Questions submitted by Tesla

1. Is it correct that energy reliability (resource adequacy) is the key driver
of new build modelled?
2. Does the model include any co-located storage assets? (i.e. hybrid
facilities?)
If not, why not?

3. How do essential system service requirements feed into asset buildout? What assumptions are made about the role of advanced (gridforming) inverters?
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Questions submitted by RWE Renewables (1 of 2)
1. In the Delphi panel voting on scenario likelihood, there is a group of stakeholders
called “Others” – what is the makeup of this group – academics and interested
community members?
2. In the 2020 ISP, there was discussion of the MLF robustness of different REZs, but I
couldn’t find equivalent analysis in the draft 2022 ISP. Will it feature in the final ISP,
and if not, what was the thinking for removing it? I thought it was quite helpful in the
2020 ISP – not that you would rely on the figures as a developer, but just to get a
high-level comparison across zones.
3. Some REZs scored low on wind potential, despite having fairly large pockets/ridges of
good wind. Has there been consideration of making certain REZs more focussed
geographically to avoid missing good resource areas that are otherwise lost from
averaging the wind resource across a wide area?
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Questions submitted by RWE Renewables (2 of 2)
4.

The Future ISP Project “Central to Southern QLD” with a double circuit 275kV line from Calvale to Wandoan South will
apparently connect into a single 275kV line to the south. This appears to be a missed opportunity to increase the
north-south transfer capacity for central Queensland generation to supply southern Queensland load and NSW load.
Were any alternative options looked at that extended the new double circuit line beyond Wandoan South into a
stronger part of the network?
Overview of proposed works (Powerlink Preparatory Activities – CQSQ Transmission Link)

CQ-SQ transmission augmentation options considered for the Draft ISP
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Questions submitted by Uniting Communities

1. How are decisions about who pays for ISP projects made, beyond simple
cost benefit aggregates?" This includes questions of how the costs and
benefits are assessed for different classes of customers as well as
intergenerational incidence of costs.
2. How are cost blow outs reviewed and cost allocation for overruns
determined? ISP history shows that costs generally rise more than do
benefits once assessment of projects occurs.
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Other questions
www.sli.do
#ISP

ISP@aemo.com.au

For more information

please visit www.aemo.com.au

